reassessment we must be careful not to set up a false dichotomy between a 'pleasure text' and a 'trauma text': Northern Irish literature and culture has moments of both, often situated sideby-side. The issue here, then, is not with texts but with readings, and the aim is not to replicate one over-deterministic critical practice with another. Instead I propose we seek out moments of pleasure and let them stand beside moments of pain, to do justice to the myriad affective states expressed by Northern Irish writers. This essay will consider depictions of pleasure in a selection of recent texts which are written by authors from Northern Ireland and which engage directly with both this geographical context and also with pleasure in the 'post'-conflict era: Glenn Patterson's novel The Rest Just Follows (2014), Billy Cowan's play Still Ill (2014) and Lucy Caldwell's short story collection Multitudes (2016) . The focus will be on the depiction of pleasure, particularly sexual, to see whether these texts offer new ways of being an erotic subject in the changed political climate, or whether the sexual charge still lies in the fissures of unresolved conflict. On this, I follow Laura Frost's reading of 'pleasure as a bodily, individual experience that is simultaneously located in a social field as well as, most importantly, a textual one'. 5 This essay will situate Northern Irish pleasure in its social and textual contexts and suggest that there is a 'new pleasure' that has emerged in Northern Irish texts.
Alexander Beaumont discusses how a representational burden was felt on British fiction during the decline of leftist politics in the 1980s as 'the expectation placed on expressive culture to do the work of political action'. However, he notes that 'today, the British novel is frequently marked by structures of failed utopianism, frustrated or incomplete experiments and even withdrawal and quietism'. 6 Beaumont's identification of the consequences of critical expectations on British fiction can be compared to the current situation in Northern Ireland, and we must guard against the ossifying effects of wanting literature to fit into our critical and political paradigms. The distinction should be drawn between these sort of broad, political utopian projects and the generative possibilities espoused by Eve Sedgwick in her essay, 'Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading' (2003). 7 As Robyn Wiegman summarises, Sedgwick's approach to reading and recovering is:
about learning how to build small worlds of sustenance that cultivate a different present and future for the losses one has suffered. You could say that it's about loving what hurts but instead of using that knowledge to prepare for a vigilant stand against repetition, it responds to the future with an affirmative richness. 8 In what follows I will consider how contemporary Northern Irish culture can create these 'small worlds of sustenance' and how writing about the past also has the potential to foreground intimacy in a body of work more normally associated with trauma and violence.
In this context the writing of mutually enjoyable intimate encounters, which will be broadly conceived of as 'pleasures', has the power to realign traditional cultural narratives of sexuality, family and the domestic. These representations stand against what we might call the 'melancholic erotic' in Northern Irish writing: where intimacy is asked to repeatedly stand in for the politics of the Troubles. However, there could be the suggestion that this is merely replacing one set of ossifying representations for another, and expecting the erotic to be a political agent. Instead, we can think of the experiments of pleasure as moments which do not have to stand for anything else but themselves. Pleasure becomes an easy metonym only when it is written in purely orgasmic terms, that is as an end in itself.
Laura Frost notes that 'in the same way that an orgasm-centred theory of sexuality does not account for vast registers of eroticism, the idea of pleasure as a performance that has ended or a dam that has burst imposes false borders on the experience' 9 . The space between desire and the traditional ideas of satiation (through climax) can be written as an experimental place of connection and collaboration. A criticism aware to the powers of pleasure in Northern Ireland will be alert to the imposition of these 'false borders' in more ways than one. This essay will argue that beginning to account for these 'vast registers of eroticism' and apparently ahistorical, although close attention to the way the word is deployed will reveal that one era's pleasure is not the same as another's'. 15 It is this ambivalent historicity of pleasure that I want to draw out: how it lives in the place between cultural construction and 'pure' feeling. One encounter can waver between these modes as we slip in out of our heads and bodies. A 'moment' of pleasure, then, can be powerful indeed, particularly in its relationship to ideas around analysis: we have a developed psycho-critical apparatus to discuss desire and a physiological language for orgasm, but less debated is the broader construction of erotic pleasure with and without the assumed end.
If pleasure is something which is difficult to critically discuss, or resistant, this process is even more fraught in a society where the dominant critical paradigm is the discussion of trauma. The challenge for this criticism is how to attend to the present moment and also gesture towards futurity. Instead of thinking of all people in Northern Ireland are under the yoke of unassailable prohibition, we can turn instead to cultural representations where sexuality was so often used metonymically for sectarian politics -metonyms where the language of sensuality was not often co-opted. Turning towards pleasure as a critical practice should not negate anyone's lived experience of violent conflict and the continuing legacy of the conflict.
The two ideas do not have to be competing: discussing pleasure in culture does not lessen anyone else's experience of victimhood, but it does raise some taboo questions about why, politically, pleasure is a taboo. In Northern Irish political discourse the language of desire/want/demand occurs quite frequently, but the language of bliss/satiation/fulfilment is less common. The Good Friday Agreement inaugurated a consociationalist political economy that relies on the tacit agreement that neither community has their political wishes fully satisfied. More so than most political settlements, the terms of Power Sharing in Northern Ireland has relied upon leaders from both communities claiming victory when, in truth, it was impossible to fulfil both national desires concomitantly. The status quo is maintained as long as both parties are satisfied with being dissatisfied. To describe positive, contented feelings, can feel inappropriate to the political moment; to claim that you're experiencing pleasure can limit your political bargaining in the discourse of truth and reconciliation.
In addition to this frustrated body politic, the language of desire has a complex relationship with religious and national ideologies. The political power of sexuality in the Northern Irish experience has been detailed by Clair Wills, in Improprieties (1993). Wills notes that 'maternal sexuality, prostitution, homosexuality, or simply explicit sex, sex for pleasure and adolescent sex -become ways of questioning the propriety of political processes, nationalist and unionist concepts of community, and the very basis of the idea of home'. 19 When the denial of sexual autonomy and bodily rights is one of the few things Northern Irish political parties have in common, small worlds of sustenance, small intimacies can be radical. This is not to say that the people of Northern Ireland must 'fuck for peace' but rather turn towards cultural representations of sexuality that resist the over-deterministic focus on one type of experience. As critics, we much embrace these improprieties as moments of pleasure that can refute totalising narratives of power and rethink the power of cultural depictions of intimate life.
Literature written during the Troubles used the love plot as a political metonym or used the erotic charge of the conflict in a way which often drew its sexual energy solely from Riots. The unemployment. Great stuff'. 22 The tension in this encounter is between Gary wanting to unravel the minutiae of the past -re-enacting it in their adolescent outdoor adventures -and Tommy wanting to forget the past, a past linked with his mother rejecting him before her death. Finally, the rational, restrained Tommy breaks down his reserve and shares a tactile erotic memory:
I remember you lifting me up and kissing me on the forehead when I agreed that I Know It's Over was a far superior song to There's a Light That Never Goes Out. I remember the reflection of the fire in your pupils and thinking how fucking beautiful you were. 23 It transpires that during that fateful summer that Gary slept with nearly everyone they knew, but it is the legacy of paramilitary gang structures in Northern Ireland, rather than the homosexual love plot, that leads the play to its tragic dénouement.
Cowan's depiction of Northern Irish pleasure is complex, then, and demonstrates the continued hold of the Troubles taboo over the depiction of eroticism in Northern Ireland. Ulster, the hallowed province, had to be made fit for the second coming of Christ, and therefore needed 'saving' from sodomy. In a society riven by male-dominated violence and religious conflict, LGBT people at the very least would be wary about exploring their sexuality, and certainly emotions of guilt shaped and directed their lives, freedom of action and sense of agency. The tide is turning and a two-person canoe is skimming downriver, slate grey and quicksilver'. 33 The story, then, is replete with Belfast pleasures. Indeed, the narrative's most significant specter is not historical or political but rather an afternoon over coffee in the Other Place on Botanic Avenue where 'I felt as if my blood was singing -that sparks were shooting from me'. 34 This encounter is rendered in intimate detail, where the girls imagine an unselfconscious future where they can express their intimate desires. history. When set against a cultural and critical climate where sexuality is used in overdeterministic, instrumental ways these representations can challenge representational and interpretive norms. Berlant notes that 'even if desire fails to find objects adequate to its aim, its errors can still produce pleasure: desire's fundamental ruthlessness is a source of creativity that produces new optimism, new narratives of possibility, even erotic experimentality'. 36 With these directives in mind, we must not treat Northern Irish culture as an instrumental tool to do the ethical work of politicians. Instead we must listen out for small worlds of sustenance these texts contain, be it in new forms, new desires or new pleasures. Our critical work must take on the same impulse as this erotic experimentation.
